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ABSTRACT  

This article deals with a new method of forecasting standard work time for specialized worker flows. The methodology of this 

article is based on the use of information technologies and linear regression analysis. The main advantage of this method is that 

it allows the user to establish standard work time estimates for specialized worker flows without having to observe each 

individual task in the project. Once more information about the actual project completion time for each specialized worker 

team is gathered, the methodology used in this article allows the user to assess the reliability of the standard work time and 

make additional corrections to the standard work time for individual tasks. Project completion time for each specialized worker 

team can be determined by the means of Global Positioning System (GPS). As a result, the user of this method is able to 

evaluate the objective changes in standard work time that occur due to the new technologies or an improvement in equipment 

and worker skills and reduce the expenditures typically required to calculate standard work time.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Currently, there are two main ways to calculate 

standard work time:  time measurement [1], [2], [4], 

[5], [7], [8] and time forecasting [9–12].  

The method offered here employs standard work 

time forecasting approach. The methodology 

provided in this article allows for the automated 

standard work time estimation for specialised worker 

flows assuming that there is a limited number of 

tasks to be performed by the same crew with a 

specific technological equipment. This article also 

refers to such automated standard work time 

evaluation as a virtual time standard evaluation. The 

term “virtual” is used because the standard work 

time for an individual task is not measured by the 

traditional method of observation. Instead, standard 

work time is forecasted on a computer and depends 

on the total project completion time for each 

specialized worker group, the number of workers 

available, the number of individual tasks to be 

completed, and other task execution conditions.   

Virtual time standards (also known as time norms) 

term was first used in literature in 2002 [9]. The 

initial method for calculating virtual time standards 

was based on the minimum sum of square residuals. 
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This method was further developed in some 

publications [10–12], but the regression analysis to 

evaluate virtual time standards has never been 

presented in literature before. 

The method provided in this article allows the user 

to evaluate the objective changes in standard work 

time that occur because of new technologies, 

equipment and workers skills. However, this method 

is not applicable in situations where the time needed 

to complete a task is affected by such unforeseeable 

factors as extremely bad weather or shortage of 

materials.  If such factors cannot be avoided, a 

special analysis needs to be performed to estimate 

the time impact of such factors on the execution of 

an individual task. Time losses associated with such 

unforeseeable factors should then be subtracted 

before the estimation process for standard work 

time. 

In the traditional methods of calculating standard 

work time, the outlying task duration observations 

are simply eliminated. Since this method relies on 

the use of total project completion time, all 

information associated with an individual project 

must be either evaluated or eliminated. To determine 

which projects qualify as outliers (i.e. to establish 

maximum allowable variation) one should use 

correlation ratios. 

In this method we assume that there is a linear 

relationship between the time needed to complete an 

individual task and the number of tasks to be 

performed. 

2. DEFINITIONS  

Complex process is defined as the sum of all 

technological processes (performed by the 

specialized worker flows) that need to be completed 

to fully achieve a particular goal such as, for 

example, a completion of a building or a project.  

Technological process, on the other hand, is defined 

as a set of different repetitive tasks that need to be 

completed as a part of a complex process (e.g. 

different type floors laying). Individual tasks within 

a technological process may differ due to the use of 

different materials, technologies or equipment. 

Total labour expenditure in this article is defined 

as the number of workers multiplied by the total 

duration of all works completed by the specialized 

worker flows. 

Standard work time for an individual task is defined 

as the actual labour expenditure (evaluated with a 

defined probability) needed per one unit of task 

within a certain technological process (e.g. time 

needed to lay one square meter of tiles). Standard 

work time is expressed in man work hours and 

includes actual work time as well as an allowance for 

breaks and expected contingencies (e.g. time needed 

to replace worn out tools).  

3. CONCEPT OF THE VIRTUAL TIME 

STANDARDS EVALUATION METHOD  

If one could determine the duration of a 

technological process consisting of m tasks for n  

projects, where n ≥  m, one could write a system of 

equations and mathematically find the unknown 

variables of the system. Global Positioning 

System (GPS) can be employed to determine 

the duration of a technological process through 

the physical tracking of specialized worker 

flows from one project to the next. 

The system of equations for a technological process 

is presented below.  
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In the equations above, m represents the total 

number of typical tasks (j=1,m); n  is the total 

number of projects (or specific time intervals) 

(i=1,n); njijj KKK ,,1  are total task units for the j-

th typical task in the first, the i-th and the n-th 
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projects (or as measured at specific time intervals);  

njijj qqq ,,1  represent standard work time estimates 

for the j-th task in the first, the i-th and the n-th 

projects (or as measured at specific time intervals); 

njijj kkk ,,1 are coefficients used to evaluate time 

losses due to various unforeseeable factors (shortage 

of materials, bad weather, etc.) in the first, the i-th 

and the n-th projects (or as measured at specific time 

intervals); ni TTT ,,1 represent the total duration of a 

technological process in the first, the i-th and the n-

th projects (or as measured at specific time 

intervals); mi FFF ,,1  represent the total number of 

workers in the first, the i-th and the n-th projects (or 

at specific time measurement intervals). 

The standard work time is always more than zero, 

therefore: 

0>ijq , (j=1,m).                    (2) 

The system of equations presented in (1) can be 

easily simplified into a linear multiple regression 

system of equations. This system can then be solved 

using the traditional methods of linear regression 

analysis.  

To start with, we should express the known 

independent variables as constants:  

mjijij Kkx ⋅=   ,                         (3) 

where ijx is a constant that represents the total task 

units and work conditions in the i-th project of the  j-

th technological process. 

iii TFy ⋅=  ,                                (4) 

where iy is a constant that expresses labour 

expenditures in man hours. 

After making these changes, we may rewrite formula 

(1) as: 
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The system of equations, represented in this form, 

can be solved using traditional linear regression 

analysis methods.  

The goal of remaining calculations is to forecast the 

best theoretical relationship between x and y through 

variable bjq .  

The mathematical formula for the task function is 

given by: 

[ ]∑
=

−=
m

i

ii yySMin
1

ˆ)( .                (6) 

The task function expresses the least sum of 

differences between the theoretical project labour 

expenditures iŷ  and actual project labour 

expenditures iy .  

To solve such a problem, we use a well-known 

method of regression analysis for solving multiple 

linear regression systems. 

4. STANDARD WORK TIME 

FORECASTING 

In this case, a linear regression without an intercept 

will be used to express the theoretical relationship: 

bj

m

j

j qxy ⋅=∑
=1

ˆ ,                             (7) 

Where: ŷ is total labour expenditures in man hours 

for the i-th project, jx is total task units  for the j-th 
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task, bjq is the forecasted standard work time for the 

j-th task.  

In this case, a more practical matrix method [3] will 

be used for the regression analysis.  

Denote the set of n projects or measurement values 

of the dependent variable iy  by the n x 1 vector Y, 

the set of bjq  unknown forecasting time standard 

parameters by the m x 1 column vector Q and n x m 

centred values of total task units by the n x m matrix 

X.  Then the proposed matrix model can be written 

down as: 

eQXY +⋅= .                           (8) 

Where e  is a vector of errors for column n x 1.  

The theoretical formula for our calculations will then 

have the following form:  

QXY ⋅=
)

 ,                                  (9) 

The least squares equation for the parameter 

estimates may be expressed as: 

YXQXX TT ⋅=⋅⋅                        (10) 

Where 
TX is matrix transpose of matrix X .  

The inverse information matrix C  can be expressed 

as: 

1)( −⋅= XXC T
                           (11) 

In result, the forecasted standard work time for an 

individual task can be expressed by formula:  

YXXXQ TT ⋅⋅⋅= −1)(                    (12) 

5. THE EVALUATION OF STANDARD 

ERRORS IN VIRTUAL TIME 

STANDARDS 

The inverse information matrix will be used for the 

standard error evaluation for both regression models 

[3]. The standard error of an individual standard 

work time may be expressed by the following 

formula: 

,jjbj cSS =                             (13) 

Where: bjS is the standard error of the j-th task’s 

standard work time, S is the standard error of the 

regression model and jjc  is the value of the inverse 

information matrix (11). 

For models with intercepts, the standard error of the 

intercept can be evaluated by the following formula: 

,...2...)1/(1 2112

22

111 +⋅⋅⋅+⋅++⋅+−= xxcxcxcnSS mmmc

(14) 

where: cS is the standard error of the intercept; n is 

the number of projects; S is the standard error of the 

linear regression model with an intercept; 11c , mmc , 

12c are the values from the inverse information 

matrix; 1x , 2x , mx  represent the mean amount of 

work for the first, second and m-th task in project. 

6. MEASURING THE FIT OF THE 

REGRESSION MODEL 

The fit of the regression model can be checked by 

calculating the correlation index and the standard 

error of the regression model [6]  

The correlation index may be obtained: 
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where: 
2

,...,2,1 mσ is the variation of theoretical values 

of labour expenditures iŷ  as compared to the mean 

of real labour expenditures y under the influence of 

m factors; 
2

yσ is the variation of real labour 
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expenditures iy  as compared to the mean of the real 

labour expenditures y . 

Regression model fit may be also evaluated using the 

standard error of the regression model.  

Square residuals of the regression model RSS , total 

square residuals TSS, and unexplained square 

residuals SSR must be obtained in order to calculate 

the standard error of the regression model. 

Square residuals of the regression model may be 

obtained by: 

2)ˆ( yyRSS i −=∑                       (16) 

Total square residuals may be obtained by:  

2)( yyTSS i −=∑                       (17) 

Unexplained square residuals can be obtained by: 

RSSTSSSSR −=                            (18) 

The standard error of the regression model can be 

evaluated using the following formula: 
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Where: n – the total number of projects, m – the 

number of tasks, ii yy ˆ− - the difference between 

real labour expenditures and predicted values. 

Knowing the standard error for the regression model 

is particularly useful when assessing the reliability of 

new project data. If the inclusion of the new project 

data results in the increased standard error for the 

regression model, the reliability of the newly 

gathered data should be checked.  

Normally, the standard error of real labour 

expenditures decreases as new project data is added 

to the model.   

7. FORECASTING LABOUR EXPENDI-

TURES AND PROJECT DURATION FOR 

SPECIALIZED WORKER FLOWS   

Having evaluated standard work time for each task, 

we can determine labour expenditures and project 

duration for future projects. Before that, however, it 

is necessary to evaluate the variance of labour 

expenditures V(y).  

The principal formula for the variance of labour 

expenditures can be expressed as follows: 

...)()()ˆ( 20221011 +−⋅+−⋅=− xxqxxqyy bb         (20) 

However, since one task may influence another [3], 

the variance of labour expenditures can be evaluated 

by the following formula: 

...)()()()()()( 2

2022

2

1011 +−⋅+−⋅+= xxqVxxqVyVyV bb

...),()()(2 21202101 +⋅−⋅−⋅+ bb qqCxxxx               (21) 

Where: 0201, xx  represent the total task units; 

)(),(),(),( 21 bb qVqVyVyV  represent variances of 

21,,, bb qqyy ; ),( 21 bb qqC  is a covariance of 21, bb qq . 

The variances and the covariance can be replaced by 

the inverse information matrix elements: 

...)()()1/(1{)( 2

20222

2

10111

2 +−⋅+−⋅+−⋅= xxcxxcnsyV

...})()(2 12202101 +⋅−⋅−⋅+ cxxxx                   (22) 

Hence, labour expenditures can be forecasted by the 

formula: 

)(ˆ)(0 yVtyPy ⋅±=               (23)  

Where )(0 Py is labour expenditures with the 

probability P  and t is a t-statistic.  

8. CONCLUSIONS  

1. This article employs virtual time standards 

methodology and uses regression analysis to forecast 

standard work time (evaluated with a defined 
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probability) without having to observe individual 

tasks in the projects. 

2. The methodology used in this article allows for a 

quick evaluation of the actual time needed to 

complete a task, with an allowance for breaks and 

expected contingencies. Furthermore, it enables the 

user to evaluate objective changes in the standard 

work time which may occur as new materials, 

technologies and human skills are acquired.  

3. The standard work time forecasting method 

outlined in this article is particularly useful when 

technological processes in construction projects are 

based on the specialized worker flows. This model is 

also recommended when the execution of one task is 

affecting the execution of another task. Virtual time 

standards forecasting method allows the user to 

evaluate the duration of future projects while taking 

into account the links that exist between different 

specialized work flows. This is something that is 

very hard to do in practice. 

4. The linear regression analysis methodology used 

in this article is better established and more widely 

used than other existing standard work time 

forecasting methods. It is thus more likely that the 

process of forecasting virtual time standards through 

the use of linear regression analysis will be more 

simple and more reliable than other methods 

discussed earlier [12], [13], [14], [15].  
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